POCKET DOOR PULL
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Before installing, read entire Pocket Door Pull Installation Instructions. Observe all local building and safety codes.
Unpack and inspect the product for any shipping damages. If you find damages, do not install. Contact Customer
Service at 1.866.855.2284. If you need assistance or have questions while installing your Pocket Door Pull, contact
Customer Service.
We recommend consulting a professional if you are unfamiliar with installing hardware fixtures. Signature Hardware
accepts no liability for any damage to the door or wall, or for personal injury during installation.
The instructions below are for pocket door pulls and edge pulls that are installed by cutting out a notch in the door.
Pocket door mortise locks are installed differently and have their own set of installation instructions.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS:
Tape Measure
Pencil
Utility Knife

Hand Square
Awl or Hammer
Jigsaw

Level
Chisel

INSTALLATION
1. Place a mark on the door 36" from the finished floor. Use a hand square or level to extend
the line across the door edge.
2. If a template is included, place the template against the edge of the door, centered on the
line drawn in step 1. If no template was provided, move on to step 5.
3. Use an awl to mark the template’s cut line onto the face of the door. Do this by making small
marks, inside the lines on the template.
Note: This may also be done with a hammer and small finishing nail.
4. Draw lines in pencil to connect the awl marks. Move on to step 7.
5. Measure the door pull to determine the measurements of A and B as shown in the
illustration.
6. Draw an outline of the cutout on the door using the measurements taken in the previous
step. The outline should be centered on the line drawn in step 1.
7. Score the pencil lines on the door with a utility knife, cutting through the surface of the door
to a depth of approximately 1/8".
8. Cut a notch out of the door edge with a jigsaw. Be careful to keep the blade inside of the
scored lines to minimize chipping of the door surface.
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9. Insert the pocket door pull assembly into the notch until the edge face of the pull is flush with the surface of the
door edge.
Note: The pull lever should pivot from the top.
10. Secure the pull to the door with the wood screws provided.

STRIKE PLATE INSTALLATION (PRIVACY SET ONLY)
1. To install the strike plate, mark the latch with lipstick or paint. Close the door, and turn the handle several times to
mark the door frame.
2. Drill a 1" deep hole 15/16" in diameter in the center of the marked area.
3. Place the striker plate over the hole and trace the outline of the plate with a pencil. If necessary, mortise the area
around the hole so the strike plate will fit flush with the door frame.
4. Secure the strike plate to the door frame with screws.
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